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This lesson is part of USE, UNDERSTAND & CREATE: A Digital Literacy Framework for Canadian Schools:  

http://mediasmarts.ca/teacher-resources/digital-literacy-framework. 

Overview 

In this lesson, students develop their critical thinking skills by learning to recognize various types of logical fallacies, 

including those that are used by hate mongers to spread misinformation and fuel hatred and intolerance.   

Learning Outcomes 

The students will: 

 understand the importance of questioning any sort of information that is intended to persuade us 

 learn to recognize the “logic gaps and errors” in information that is presented as fact 

 become aware of both the blatant and subtle ways in which hatred is promoted in society 

 strengthen their own writing and debating skills. 

 

Preparation and Materials 

 Reserve a computer lab for students or get access to a digital projector or digital whiteboard (Part Two only). 

Review the slideshow Deconstructing a Cloaked Hate Site. 

 Make copies of the following handouts: 

 Logical Fallacies 

 Logical Fallacies Quiz 

 Reliable Sources 

 Reliable Sources Worksheet 

 

Thinking about Hate 

Level:  Grades 8 to 10 

About the Author:  Jeff Gagnon, Media Education Specialist,   
MediaSmarts 

This lesson was produced with the support of the Government of Canada through 

the Department of Justice Canada's Justice Partnership and Innovation Program. 

LESSON PLAN 
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Procedure 

Part One: Logical Fallacies 

Guided Discussion 

Write the following on the board: 

Birds fly in the sky; airplanes fly in the sky; therefore, airplanes are birds. 

Here we have a line of reasoning. Based on the premises that are made, do you think the conclusion that airplanes are 

birds is valid or invalid? Why or why not? (This line of reasoning fails to consider that birds and planes could be two 

separate things that fly.) 

In deductive reasoning, we are presented with a number of statements that support a conclusion. All of the premises in 

the argument must be true to completely guarantee that the conclusion is valid. 

When all of the premises fully support the conclusion, we say this is a sound argument. If one or more of the premises 

is false, or does not provide enough support for the conclusion, then the argument is considered unsound. In our 

‘airplanes are birds’ argument, even though the first two premises are true they do not provide enough support for the 

conclusion to be true – an important fact is missing. This defect in reasoning is known as a fallacy.  

Another type of logic that we see quite often is inductive reasoning. In an inductive argument we have a series of 

premises that support (or appear to support) a general conclusion, but they do not necessarily completely prove it. The 

conclusion may be highly likely, but it is still only a guess or a prediction. Unless the premises are entirely disproved, 

inductive arguments fall on a scale that ranges somewhere between very weak and very strong. 

Inductive reasoning might look like this: 

90 per cent of dogs have fur. Rover is a dog. Rover has fur. 

If 90 per cent of dogs have fur and Rover is a dog, it is probable that Rover has fur, but we can’t be entirely sure that he 

does. This is a strong argument, but it is not a definite fact.  

An inductive argument becomes a fallacy when the conclusion is treated as a fact instead of as a probability. It also 

becomes false when one or more of the premises are incorrect.  

Ask students: 

 How can we make this statement stronger? (If we state that it is highly likely that Rover has fur, as opposed 

to concluding that he definitely has fur, we have made our statement more accurate, and therefore stronger.) 

 Why is it important for us to learn how to spot fallacies in arguments? 

 
Learning to spot fallacies is an important skill because fallacies are red flags that indicate an argument might be invalid, 

unsound, or weak. This it is particularly handy because logical fallacies can be tricky to spot, given that on the surface 

they appear to make sense. They are also quite common; we see them in ads, newspapers and even may be guilty of a 

few ourselves, when we state something as ‘fact’ because we ‘feel in our guts’ that this is so and not, necessarily, 

because the evidence bears it out. 

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
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Another important reason why we need to critically assess logical assumptions is because logical fallacies are a 

common form of propaganda used by Hate-mongers, who deliberately manipulate logic in order to convince or 

misinform.  

Distribute the "Logical Fallacies" handout to students and discuss the examples that are provided. Below are the 

examples from the handout and some discussion prompts. 

Discussion Points 

Ad Hominem (“against the man”) 

Example: "How can people believe the theory of evolution when it is a well-known fact that Darwin cheated on his 

wife?"  

(What does Darwin’s infidelity have to do with his ability as a scientist?) 

Alleged Certainty (“I know I’m right”) 

Example: "Everyone knows that girls are more emotional than boys.”  

(Who is “everyone” and what are their qualifications? Has this statement been scientifically proven?) 

Appeal to Authority (“misplaced expertise?”) 

Example: LeBron James says "Eat Wheaties cereal so you can be like me." 

(LeBron James may be an excellent choice for advice on basketball, but does that make him an authority on nutrition?) 

Appeal to Fear (“scare tactics”) 

Example: If we do not pass immigration reform, pretty soon we will go bankrupt because we will have spent all of our 

children's money on support for illegal aliens.  

(How do you know this would happen? Where is your proof? This type of fallacious reasoning is commonly seen in hate 

literature.) 

Appeal to Popularity ("bandwagoning") 

Example: "Don't be the last person on your block to buy a Clippermeister lawnmower – the only lawnmower that tells 

your neighbours you care about the neighborhood as much as they do."  

(How is this argument trying to convince you? This ad not only wants you to buy into the idea that without this 

lawnmower you will be to be ‘left out,’ but also that you need to own this lawnmower to prove to your neighbours that 

that your values are also in line with theirs.)  

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
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Appeal to Tradition 

Example: "Letting women into the Downtown Athletic Club would be a disaster; for 125 years, the club has been male-

only. Why should we do anything now to break up that tradition?" 

(Does something that has always been a certain way mean that it is right? This argument relies on nothing more than 

“tradition” as the reason why letting women into the club would be a disaster.) 

False Dilemma 

Example: "The purpose behind campus speech codes is to combat racism. Either you support our efforts to end hate 

speech, or you are a racist." 

(Are there really only two choices here? This argument ignores the fact that although you may disagree with speech 

codes, you support other ways to fight racism.) 

Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc (”X doesn’t always lead to Y") 

Example: "Studies have conclusively proven that 83 per cent of people who have died in automobile accidents last 

year ate ice cream within a month of their accidents. This figure strongly suggests that eating ice cream causes 

automobile accidents." 

(What other factors need to be considered here? Is there enough proof to support a direct link between eating ice 

cream and car accidents? The fact that 83 per cent of people who died in automobile accidents had eaten ice cream the 

month before is not a sufficient enough condition to conclude that this caused the accidents.) 

Slippery Slope 

Example: "If we start to ban extremely violent and sexually explicit speech, we will open the doors to a flood of 

censorship that will never stop. First, we will ban images of violent sexuality, Penthouse and Playboy will be next, then 

James Joyce, D.H. Lawrence, Chaucer, Byron, and Shakespeare. Before long, we will be living in a fascist state where 

nobody has any rights at all." 

(How do you know that this will happen? There’s a huge leap between banning extremely violent and sexually explicit 

speech, to a flood of censorship, to living in a fascist state.) 

Third Cause  

Example: "Every year, when the asphalt starts to get sticky, people die of heat stroke. It seems that heat stroke is a 

disease caused by the fumes emitted by sticky asphalt."    

(What factor is missing here? Could there be another cause? The “Z” factor here is that both heat stroke and sticky 

asphalt are caused by heat. Assuming that people are dying of heat stroke because of asphalt fumes, ignores the 

important fact that both sticky asphalt and heat stroke are caused by heat. When you are presented with a statement 

like this, it’s always helpful to ask yourself whether or not something else could have caused one of or both of these 

things.) 

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
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Complex Question 

Example:  Have you stopped lying to your friends? 

(This single question is actually asking two things: Did you lie to your friends in the past and have you stopped lying to 

them now? Whether you answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ you’re in trouble: yes means you’ve been lying but have stopped, no 

means you have not stopped lying to them. Your best bet for these kinds of questions is to break them down and 

answer each part separately.) 

Homework Assignment 

For homework, have students find two everyday samples of logical fallacies (advertisements are a good place to start 

looking) and have them create their own examples of each of the fallacies listed on the handout.	

Logical Fallacy Quiz 

Pre-quiz discussion 

Once students are clear on these terms, have them complete the "Logical Fallacy Quiz". Before doing so, however, 

point out to students the following: 

One of the reasons why we are learning about logical fallacies is because this kind of skewed reasoning is often used 

by hate groups to get people to support their cause without having them think too much about the gaps in their 

reasoning. To help you recognize how this works, you are going to complete a logical fallacy quiz that matches the 

different types of logical fallacies we’ve looked at with examples that have been taken from racist and otherwise bigoted 

writings.  

"Logical Fallacy Quiz" Answer Guide: 

Logical Fallacies matched to examples  

 

Discussion 

After students have completed the quiz, discuss why each of the statements given is an example of a fallacy. It's 

important to take the time to talk through these examples fully: one reason why fallacies are so pernicious is because at 

first glance they seem so reasonable, so it's not unlikely that students have heard these arguments (or similar ones) 

before, and not challenged them.  

1-c 

2-f 

3-e 

4-a 

5-g 

6-j 

7-d 

8-h 

9-k 

10-i 

11-b 

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
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Post Hoc Fallacy 

This is an example of scapegoating: a particular group is blamed for events that have nothing to do with them. In this 

case, events that happen to follow one another historically – the loosening of immigration restrictions in Canada and the 

US and the rise in inflation, recession, and pollution – are tied together when there is no actual link between them. 

Third Cause 

Similarly to the Post Hoc Fallacy, in this example the link between two events is overstated. Rather than looking at 

racial characteristics, for instance, we might well consider the legacy of Western colonialism in the current conditions of 

African nations. Another explanation of why some countries industrialized before others might be drawn from historical 

and geographical factors, as Jared Diamond theorized in his book Guns, Germs and Steel. 

Alleged Certainty 

This argument is doubly wrong: even if was true that "everyone knows" this (which it certainly isn't), that doesn't mean 

that it's true. Arguments need to be based on reason and evidence, not what "everyone knows." 

Complex Question 

This is a particularly tricky fallacy: if you argue with this statement, you've already lost – because you've accepted the 

argument hidden inside it, which is that racial hatred is caused by diversity. Without providing any evidence for that, 

though, this whole argument falls apart. 

Ad Hominem 

This first statement is true, in a slippery way: King endorsed nonviolent civil disobedience to protest unjust laws, such 

as those that forced African-Americans to give up their seats on buses to Whites. Whether it's true or not, though, has 

no bearing on the truth or importance of what he said. Nearly every admired person had flaws, especially when viewed 

from the perspective of our time, but those flaws don't affect the value of what they thought, said and did.  

Appeal to Authority 

This is almost the reverse of the ad hominem argument because it ignores the possibility that admirable people can be 

wrong. This example also uses evidence selectively: it ignores the fact that Washington freed his slaves in his will and 

that Jefferson wrote several arguments against slavery. 

Slippery Slope 

As with the Post Hoc Fallacy, this argument expects you to assume a cause-and-effect connection without proving it. 

Here we are asked to believe that allowing gays and lesbians to marry will somehow make marriage "lose its value", 

which will lead to a decline in marriage – without explaining how that will happen. 

False Dilemma 

"Us or them" is one of the most basic False Dilemma arguments: it assumes that you can't help someone else without 

giving something up yourself. Real life, though, is a lot more complicated than that: both history and nature provide lots 

of examples where co-operation is a more effective strategy than competition. 

Appeal to Tradition 

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
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The absurdity of this argument becomes clear as soon as you apply it to other situations. Humanity didn't know how to 

make fire for the first three million years of its existence; should we have followed that "tradition"? All of us do things 

that our ancestors could not have imagined and do things our grandparents would have thought shocking (even things 

as simple as eating on the street.)  

 

Appeal to Fear 

This is the best example of an argument that tries to short-circuit logic and get you to respond emotionally. When you 

look at it closely, though, you can see that it's not really advancing an argument at all, just telling you to be afraid. 

Appeal to Popularity 

This is similar to the Alleged Certainty fallacy, but with a more personal note: nobody wants to be left out, or to be called 

an idiot. As well as explaining that this example expects you to take it on faith, rather than actually making an argument, 

you can also point out that most of the people who have changed the world, from Gandhi to Einstein, haven' been afraid 

of looking stupid (Gandhi said that it was possible to defeat the mightiest empire in the world without using violence, 

while Einstein said that a theory that had been the foundation of physics for 300 years was wrong: both of them were 

right.)  

Part Two: Reliable Sources 

Guided Discussion 

Explain to students that in addition to using fallacies to make their arguments appear sound and convincing, hate 

groups also frequently try to present themselves as legitimate sources of information. Many groups now operate what 

are called "cloaked" hate sites, which conceal their hateful message behind a professional and authoritative 

appearance – and it's easy to mistake them for genuine information sources if you aren't careful. 

Tell students that before using any website as a source of information, it's important to find out who is behind it and 

what the purpose of the website really is. This information is useful in finding out whether or not a website is biased in 

any way, and in particular can help us recognize "cloaked" hate sites. 

Distribute the handout Reliable Sources and go through it with students. Explain that a reliable source of information 

should provide unbiased information (that is to say, it should provide both sides of an issue and not try to advance one 

side or the other.) Sources that advance an opinion may be useful in helping us understand a topic, but sites that 

pretend to be unbiased while actually only giving one side of the issue (or misrepresenting the other side) are not 

reliable sources.  

Thinking About Hate 

Show students the Deconstructing a Cloaked Hate Site slideshow, which features the National Policy Institute (http://

www.donotlink.com/cb39). As you go through each slide, ask students what their immediate impression is of the site's 

reliability, without looking at the specific content; students may respond that it looks professionally done, with good 

quality design and graphics, and the many section tabs at the top of the site make it look comprehensive. Ask students 

what effect the organization's name and the site's URL have on our impression of the site's reliability? In the discussion, 

make sure the following points come up: 

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
http://www.donotlink.com/cb39
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 The word National implies it is associated with the government of a nation (though it is not)	

 The word Institute implies it is connected with a university and that its main purpose is research and 

education (neither of which are true)	

 On its website, this site uses a “dot-org” URL. Many people view this as a marker of reliability, though in fact 

anyone can register a website using that domain 

 
Now go through the slideshow with the class, using the Reliable Sources Worksheet. As you do so, draw their attention 

to the following: 

 Contact information for the organization is provided, but no author is given for the specific articles 

 Clicking the "About NPI" tab immediately makes it clear that this is an organization with a strong point of 

view, not a neutral source of information 

 A search for the name "National Policy Institute" shows that some other organizations consider it a hate 

group 

 A search for the name of the group's chairman, Louis R. Andrews, shows that many other sources consider 

him to be a racist 

 A link search for http://www.donotlink.com/cb39 shows that nearly all the other sites that link to it are racist or 

far-right groups 

 
At this point it's fairly clear that this site cannot be considered a source of legitimate information. As an exercise, 

however, you can now have students look at the specific content on the home page and the "About NPI" page to see if 

they can find examples of loaded language, logical fallacies and the exclusion or misrepresentation of opposing views. 

Because the site's content changes, it's impossible to say that you will find examples of all three on the day you access 

the site. Here are some examples taken from the slideshow Deconstructing a Cloaked Hate Site: 

Loaded language:  

"rogues gallery" (slide 1) 

"exodus" (slide 2) 

"mob" (slide 2) 

"the minority lobby" (slide 4) 

"heritage" (slide 4) 

"anti-American" (slide 4) 

Logical fallacies:  

Alleged Certainty: "Have you ever wondered why... numbers run counter to your personal and business 

experiences?" (slide 1); "Our school children are special victims in a culture war," (slide 4) 

Appeal to Authority: George Washington reference, (slide 4); other patriotic imagery throughout 

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
http://www.donotlink.com/cb39
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Appeal to Fear: "Police Arrest 15 in Dispute over Muslim Hijab," (slide 1); "The Chinese Century," (slide 2); "The 

Violent Flash Mob Phenomenon," (slide 2); "Global White population to plummet," (slide 2) 

Appeal to Tradition: "Public institutions named for... George Washington and Thomas Jefferson are being renamed 

for radicals" (slide 4) 

False Dilemma: The "Join, or Die" logo (slide 1); "Young people are trained to be sensitive towards 'oppressed 

minorities,' but are stripped of pride for what their own people have accomplished" (slide 4) 

Slippery Slope: "As ethnic and racial diversity are translated into political power in the host countries, the pace of 

immigration will accelerate" (slide 1) 

Exclusion/Misrepresentation:  

No opposing viewpoints are given; opposing viewpoints are trivialized by being described as "from left-handers to 

lesbians"	
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Logical Fallacies 

A Logical Fallacy is an argument that sounds logical, but, in reality, the premises given for the conclusion do not provide 

proper support for the argument.  

In addition to other propaganda techniques, logical fallacies are often used by those who seek to convince or misinform 

– including hate-mongers. Here are some of the logical fallacies you are likely to see in propaganda campaigns. 

Ad Hominem 

"Ad hominem" is a Latin phrase meaning "against the man." 

This fallacy should not be confused with a legitimate challenge to authority. When someone makes a claim based on 

their own authority, it's perfectly logical to call that authority into question. The "ad hominem" fallacy comes into play 

when that person's argument or viewpoint is discounted because of character flaws that have nothing to do with the 

arguments at issue.  

Example: "How can people believe the theory of evolution when it is a well-known fact that Darwin cheated on his 

wife?"  

Alleged Certainty 

The fallacy of "alleged certainty" is the most basic of all fallacies: it’s where the person who is making the argument as-

sumes that the point he or she is trying to prove is correct in the first place – even though it still needs to be proven. 

Generally, those employing this fallacy begin with a statement such as "everyone knows that. . . ." or "it is universally 

acknowledged that. . . ."  

Example: "Everyone knows that girls are more emotional than boys.”  

Appeal to Authority 

The fallacy of "appeal to authority" occurs when an argument is asserted as true on the sole grounds of its endorsement 

by an authority figure or a perceived authority figure. Simply using an expert testimony is not a fallacy; it is good reason-

ing. However, such appeals become fallacious: 1) when the authority figure does not have any expertise in the area 

under discussion 2) when opposite opinions of other authorities are suppressed or 3) when the testimony of the authori-

ty figure is given disproportionate weight in relation to other considerations. 

Example: LeBron James says "Eat Wheaties cereal so you can be like me." 

Appeal to Fear 

The "appeal to fear" is the idea that if some course of action is or is not pursued, terrible consequences will occur. The 

more common name for this fallacy is "scare tactics." 

Example: If we do not pass immigration reform, pretty soon we will go bankrupt because we will have spent all of our 

children's money on support for illegal aliens.  

http://www.mediasmarts.ca
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Appeal to Popularity ("bandwagoning") 

The fallacy of appeal to popularity, or bandwagoning, is the claim that you should believe something or do something 

because everybody else believes it or does it. We tend to see a kind of emotional security in doing and thinking what 

other people do and think. 

Example: "Don't be the last person on your block to buy a Clippermeister lawnmower – the only lawnmower that tells 

your neighbours you care about the neighborhood as much as they do."  

Appeal to Tradition 

The "appeal to tradition," or appeal to the status quo, is the assertion that an idea or course of action is "good" because 

it is traditional, comfortable, or the way that things have always been done. Traditional appeals, though not logical, are 

often very powerful because old ideas and old policies are, if not perfect, at least non-threatening. 

Example: "Letting women into the Downtown Athletic Club would be a disaster; for 125 years, the club has been male-

only. Why should we do anything now to break up that tradition?" 

Complex Question 

The fallacy of complex question occurs when a single question that is really two (or more) questions is asked and the 

single answer is then applied to both questions.  This type of questioning is often used when someone is trying to ‘trap’ 

someone else into admitting something. 

Example:  Have you stopped lying to your friends? 

False Dilemma 

The "false dilemma" fallacy presents an issue as if there were only two possible solutions. False dilemmas should be 

distinguished from true dilemmas. Sometimes, there really are only two choices: everything in the world is either a dog 

or a non-dog. But everything isn't either a dog or a cat. In most, but not all, situations, there are middle grounds or other 

options that make it irresponsible to force a choice between two alternatives. 

Example: "The purpose behind campus speech codes is to combat racism. Either you support our efforts to end hate 

speech, or you are a racist." 

Post Hoc Ergo Propter Hoc (or, for those of you who aren't up on your Latin, "after the fact therefore because 

of the fact") 

The "post hoc" fallacy consists of attributing a cause and effect relationship (Y was caused by X) based on the fact that 

Y came after X. This fallacy is committed whenever someone claims or implies an event which occurred after another 

event must have been caused by it. 

Example: "Studies have conclusively proven that 83 per cent of people who have died in automobile accidents last 

year ate ice cream within a month of their accidents. This figure strongly suggests that eating ice cream causes auto-

mobile accidents." 
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Slippery Slope 

The "slippery slope" fallacy is an attempt to divert attention away from the question at issue by arguing that a certain 

decision, if made, would set in motion a series of increasingly severe consequences. These consequences are then 

presented as the consequences of the question at hand, rather than as the consequences of a series of future deci-

sions that may or may not be made. 

Example: "If we start to ban extremely violent and sexually explicit speech, we will open the doors to a flood of censor-

ship that will never stop. First, we will ban images of violent sexuality, Penthouse and Playboy will be next, then James 

Joyce, D.H. Lawrence, Chaucer, Byron, and Shakespeare. Before long, we will be living in a fascist state where nobody 

has any rights at all." 

Third Cause 

The "third-cause" fallacy is where it is claimed that X causes Y when it can actually be demonstrated that there is a third 

factor that could have caused one of or both X and Y. When third causes are ignored, it's often possible to marshal very 

impressive statistical evidence in support of a non-existent causality. 

Example: "Every year, when the asphalt starts to get sticky, people die of heat stroke. It seems that heat stroke is a 

disease caused by the fumes emitted by sticky asphalt."    

 
 
 

This handout has been adapted, with permission, from "Logical Fallacies" by Dr. Michael Austin, Associate Professor of English, Shepherd 
University, Shepherdstown, West Virginia. 
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Logical Fallacies Quiz 

1. All of these examples have been taken from real racist or otherwise bigoted writings, on the Internet and 

elsewhere. Can you outsmart the haters? Show how each of these arguments is wrong by matching them 

with the appropriate logical fallacy. /11 

1. Post Hoc Fallacy  = _____ 

2. Third Cause = _____  

3. Alleged Certainty = _____ 

4. Complex Question = _____ 

5. Ad Hominem = _____ 

6. Appeal to Authority = _____ 

7. Slippery Slope = _____ 

8. False Dilemma = _____ 

9. Appeal to Tradition = _____ 

10. Appeal to Fear = _____ 

11. Appeal to Popularity (Bandwagoning) 

= _____ 

a. Since racial hatred is caused by diversity, 

shouldn't we reduce immigration? 

b. Only an idiot would deny that White and Black 

people are fundamentally different. 

c. Ever since we started letting more non-White 

immigrants in we've seen inflation, recession, 

pollution and global warming. 

d. If we allow gays and lesbians to get married, 

marriage will lose its value and people will stop 

getting married! 

e. Everyone knows that increased immigration 

means fewer jobs for Canadians. 

f. Is it a coincidence that all of the worst-off 

countries in the world are in Africa? 

g. Martin Luther King encouraged his followers to 

break the law. Why should we listen to 

anything he has to say? 

h. The White liberal who wants to help minorities 

succeed is just fooling himself. In the end, it's 

them or us. 

i. If we don’t wake up to the dangers of racial 

violence, you could be the next victim. 

j. Neither George Washington nor Thomas 

Jefferson thought there was anything wrong 

with slavery. 

k. Marriage has been just between a man and a 

woman for all of history, so that's the way it 

should stay. 
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2. Provide your own examples for three of the logical fallacies listed on this page.  (Identify the type of logical 

fallacy, followed by your example.)   /6       

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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Reliable Sources 

The Internet is full of sources of information, but not all are created equal. Some are reliable, but some are trying to per-

suade you, some are trying to sell you things, and some are just jokes.  

You can find out if the site is useful by considering the following questions: 

1. Who is behind the screen?  

 Has someone taken responsibility for what is written there? Is an author's name listed? 

 Is information about the author or organization clearly stated? 

 Can you contact the author or the organization? 

 Are there links to detailed information about the author or organization? 

 Who links to the site? (Go to Google or another search engine and search “link:” and the site’s URL, 

as in “link:www.mediasmarts.ca”. Do not put a space between “link:” and the URL.) 

 Do a search for the website and any author(s) whose names are listed. What results do you get? 

 
 

2. Is the information biased in any way? 

 Does the author or the organization behind the website have a strong opinion or agenda relating to 

the topic? 

 Is emotion a big part of what the site uses to try to persuade you? 

 Does the author use “loaded language” (words that get a strong emotional reaction) or make broad 

statements that are not supported by evidence? 

 Does the site use any logical fallacies to try to persuade you? 

 Can the information be verified from other sources? 

 Does the site offer more than one point of view or links to other points of view? 

 If other points of view are given, are they treated in a neutral and respectful way, or are they only 

raised to make the source's side look better? 
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Reliable Sources Worksheet 

Website name: ________________________________________ 

URL: _______________________________________________ 

 
1. Is an author and/or organization’s name listed? What is it? 

2. Is information about the author and/or organization clearly stated? What is it? 

3. Can you contact the author or the organization? What contact information is given? 

4. Are there links to detailed information about the author or organization? 

5. Who links to the site? 

6. What do you find when you do a search on the name of the site, the organization or author? 

7. Does the site offer more than one point of view or link to other points of view? Give an example if so. 

8. If other points of view are given, are they treated in a neutral and respectful way, or are they only raised to 

make the source's side look better? 

9. Does the author use “loaded language” (words that get a strong emotional reaction) or make broad state-

ments that are not supported by evidence? Give examples if so. 

10. Can you identify any logical fallacies used on the site? 
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NPI home page – top
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NPI home page – middle
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NPI home page – bottom
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“About NPI” page
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Google search for “National Policy Institute”
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Hatewatch article on National Policy Institute
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Google search on Louis R. Andrews
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Google link search for National Policy Institute.
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